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1.“How old is your brother?”
“… 29.”
A) They are
B) I am
C) It is
D) He is

9. The woman … me to go back
to my hotel and wait.
A) said
B) sayed
C) told
D) told to

17. “ … hours do you study
every day?”
A) How much
B) A lot
C) How many
D) Any

2. Is Catherine … sister?
A) he
B) you
C) your
D) yours

10. I'm going to take … dog
for … walk.
A) a / a
B) an / the
C) the / a
D) on / an

18. “What time … to bed?”
A) are you usually going
B) do you usually go
C) are you usually gone
D) are you gone

3. It’s good practice … you.
A) for
B) at
C) of
D) in
4. Mark … 19, but Brian and
Denis … 26 and 28.
A) is / are
B) are / is
C) are / are
D) am / are
5. Which plural is correct?
A) women
B) woman
C) womans
D) womens
6. I … eat pizza on Sundays.
It's my favourite food.
A) don’t
B) rarely
C) never
D) always
7. The train … on time
this morning.
A) has left
B) leaved
C) left
D) right
8. Oxford is … English university.
A) a
B) an
C) the
D) on

11. Sales have increased nine
percent from € 1.2m … €1.4m.
A) into
B) to
C) in
D) out to
12. … coffee do you drink a day?
A) How often
B) How many
C) What kind
D) How much
13. Many young people today
are simply not … politics.
A) interested at
B) interested in
C) interested about
D) interesting in

19. Which plural is correct?
A) country
B) countries
C) countryes
D) countrys
20. How … experience
have you had?
A) many
B) any
C) much
D) few
21. My friend’s son … Turkish
and English at university.
A) has
B) plays
C) studies
D) goes

14. Which plural is correct?
A) day
B) days
C) dayes
D) daies

22. Complete correctly. “Robert
… to play football this evening.”
A) is going
B) goes
C) going
D) is goes

15. Sorry, I have to go right now,
otherwise … .
A) I will miss my train
B) I loose my train
C) I’m missing my train
D) I’m loosing my train

23. She … many different jobs
since she moved to London.
A) has
B) is having
C) had
D) has had

16. The potato is not indigenous
to Europe and … is the tomato.
A) not
B) or
C) either
D) neither

24. The new director is very
enthusiastic and works hard to …
his goals.
A) gain
B) achieve
C) win
D) arrive
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25. Which one is different?
A) successful
B) helpful
C) thoughtful
D) kindful

29. Which plural is correct?
A) wifs
B) wifes
C) wife
D) wives

33. “Near” is the opposite of:
A) far
B) behind
C) at
D) between

26. Countries … main industry is
tourism are very vulnerable to
changes in fashion.
A) whose
B) whom
C) with
D) where

30. What … this?”
“It’s … umbrella.”
A) are / a
B) is / a
C) is / an
D) its / an

34. “… is his job?”
“He … a policeman.”
A) Which / is
B) What / are
C) What / is
D) Where / is

31. You look really tired!
What … ?
A) have you been doing
B) were you doing
C) have you done
D) you are doing

35. He will be in Rome … time,
but we have no time to see him.
A) any
B) some
C) the
D) no

32. Which one is correct?
A) How do you often go to the
gym?
B) How often you do go to the
gym?
C) Do how often you go to the
gym?
D) How often do you go to the
gym?

36. Isabel is a flight attendant.
She … passengers.
A) serve
B) to serve
C) serves
D) serving

27. I've got a new job!
A) Have you?
B) Are you?
C) Is it?
D) Were you?
28. It's … big city with … college.
A) a/a
B) a/an
C) the/on
D) an/the

Travelling back in time - by Alex Brown, aged 14
Do you want to travel into the past? It's not difficult! When we look into the sky at night, we see the Moon and stars.
But we also see the past! Stars shine (like the Sun shines). This means that light comes from them. But the stars are a
very long way away. Because of that, the light from the stars has a long journey to get to us here on Earth. How long?
Sometimes millions of years. When we look at some stars, we see more than 2,000,000 years in the past! That's right –
we see these stars as they were millions of years ago. Think about it! It's amazing! The Sun and the Moon are closer to
Earth than the stars, so the light doesn't take so long to get here. When we look at the Sun, the light is about 8
minutes old. (But we must never look straight at the Sun because it's very dangerous.) When we look at the Moon, we
only see about 1 second into the past!
37. Alex says that travelling into the past is … .
A) difficult
B) easy
C) dangerous
D) beautiful

39. Light from stars takes … time to get to Earth.
A) no
B) a long
C) a short
D) some

38. To 'shine' means to … .
A) look at the Moon
B) go on a journey
C) make light
D) nothing happens

40. Light takes about eight … to travel from
the Sun to Earth.
A) seconds
B) minutes
C) years
D) hours
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